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render our stay comfortable and to entertain us nearly drove me
into a state of blithering idiotcy. It was one long never-ending
procession of kind attractive people who passed between the
paper walls and the sliding paper screens of my room, who knelt
and smiled again until the small hours of the morning. The fact
that I publicly undressed and went to bed amongst the silken
quilts that were spread for me upon the polished floor, was no
deterrent and about half a dozen young women, and the inn-
keeper's small children accompanied me to the public bathroom
of the inn and watched my ablutions, talking without ceasing and
fingering and discussing my soap, my sponge and my tooth-
brush. Men and women bathe together in many parts of Japan
in complete nudity and I confess I look upon this disregard for
nakedness as an instinct of civilisation. It never struck the
Japanese people in the past that nudity was immodest. The
scanty absurdities that adorn, or so often don't adorn, the
bathers of the West add a touch of suggestiveness that would
shock the more conservative Japanese. I bathed at Hori in the
inn bathroom without hesitation and without a blush. To have
done otherwise would have caused offence.
Beyond Hori the " Barbarian Territory " is reached. The
many police posts passed en route are surrounded by barbed wire
entanglements and Batei, the terminus of the little line, is
strongly defended by double fencing. Batei was for a long time
the limit of the Japanese occupation beyond which no one could
proceed without the certainty of losing his head. To-day any
person proceeding farther to the present Japanese outposts
must be furnished with a permit and accompanied by a police
escort. The push-car line ends here and the only means of
progress beyond is on foot. A narrow gorge is entered, the
track cut in the solid rock, while far below the turgid river flows
in eccentric curves between high cliffs. It was quite evidently
the duty of my Japanese police escort not only to safeguard me
from any possible attack but also to watch my every movement
Yet nothing could have been more friendly or courteous than were
those young men in their smart khaki uniforms. But duty is
duty and every time I took a photograph out came their little
note-books and an entry was made. There was no attempt to
interfere with my movements, no protest, merely a note made of
the spot surid of the view taken, I eventually photographed the
policemen themselves and the fact was carefully inscribed.
When at the end of my dayrs excursion I, with every delicacy of

